
Pokhara World Peace Stupa Hiking

Trip Facts
Duration: 1 days 

Hiking Destination: World Peace Stupa

Maximum Altitude: 1100m

Hiking Duration: 1 Day

Hiking Start: Pokhara (9: 00 am)

Hiking End: Pokhara (1:00 pm))

Best Season: March/April/May/June/Sept/Oct/Nov

USD Price: 48 

INR Price: 2800 

Old Peace Stupa (Bishwa Shanti Stupa) is situated on the attractive Ananda hill that just above the 
popular Fewa Lake and in front of facing Mt Fishtail and Annapurna ranges. The Stupa is impressive white 
pagoda and built on 12 September 1973 by Japanese monk Nipponzan Myohoji clan. Before hike start you 
take a boat rowing across the lake to opposite bank, it takes an hour. The walking path goes through quite 
steep and a dense forest filled pine trees, Cyprus trees, wildflowers and you will get chances to birds watching 
as well.   While you reach the Stupa and If the weather is clear, you have stunning views of Annapurna Massif, 
Fishtail, Hiunchuli, Dhaulagiri and most famous enchanting tranquil Pokhara valley along Fewa lake that you 
can capture awesome panoramic snaps in your camera. After finish Stupa exploration head to down to bus 
station and drive to Pokhara.
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Day to Day Itinerary
Day 1:Boat Rowing Across The Fewa Lake To Opposite Bank & Start The Hiking

After breakfast in the hotel, drop to lake side take a boat rowing across the Fewa Lake to opposite bank, it 
takes an hour. The walking path goes through quite steep and a dense forest filled pine trees, Cyprus trees, 
wildflowers and you will get chances to birds watching as well. While you reach the Stupa and If the weather 
is clear, you have stunning views of Annapurna Massif, Fishtail, Hiunchuli, Dhaulagiri and most famous 
enchanting tranquil Pokhara valley along Fewa lake that you can capture awesome panoramic snaps in your 
camera. After finish Stupa exploration head to down to bus station and drive to Pokhara.

Trip Cost Includes
Sarangkot drop and Fewa Lake pick up by comfort private transport.
Experienced and government licensed trekking guide.
Hygienic and organic Lunch during hiking. 
Applicable Gov. Taxes

Trip Cost Excludes
Your travel insurance.
Insurance for any loss & damage.
Personal expenses.
Tip for Guide and porters.
Any additional cost due to unforeseen circumstances.
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